Ford f250 fuel filter change

The Ford Power Stroke diesel line of engines has a rather finicky fuel system. In the event you
run out of fuel, replace the fuel filters or perform any other work on the fuel system, you will
need to prime the fuel system prior to starting the engine. If you do not prime it first, you run the
take the risk of running down your batteries and burning up your starter motor. Once you have
concluded you will need to prime the system, follow these simple steps to get your diesel
running once again. Fill the reservoir of the main fuel filter with diesel fuel and close it tightly
with the wrench or socket. Make sure you replaced the old o-ring if you replaced the fuel filter.
Get into the cab and turn the ignition key to the run position, the position just prior to cranking
the starter over, and let the key sit there until you hear the fuel pump engage and shut off.
Repeat Step 2 five times and then crank the engine over. It should catch within a few seconds
and start running. Be careful not to let the starter crank for more than 20 to 30 seconds, as it
may burn up. Allen Moore's career includes awards in poetry and creative fiction, published
lyrics, fiction books and nonfiction articles as well as a master certification in automotive
service from the Ford Motor Company. Moore is a contributing writer for RF Step 1 Fill the
reservoir of the main fuel filter with diesel fuel and close it tightly with the wrench or socket.
Step 2 Get into the cab and turn the ignition key to the run position, the position just prior to
cranking the starter over, and let the key sit there until you hear the fuel pump engage and shut
off. In the event you accidently fill your diesel fuel tank with gasoline, it is best to not start the
truck and have it towed to the nearest service center, where they will need to drain the fuel tank.
If you do not realize your mistake until the engine is running, shut it off and have the tank
drained and the fuel filters replaced immediately. Running a diesel engine for a prolonged
period on gasoline will lead to injector damage and failure. Diesel fuel Large box wrench or
socket Ignition key. Ford Motor Company can only attest to the quality and exact size of the
filters provided by Motocraft. Only Motocraft air, fuel and oil filters were designed specifically
for the demands of the Ford Power Stoke diesel engine. Genuine Motocraft filters provide
superior filtration and never require adaptors. API CJ-4 engine oil is required for 6. Operations
of the 6. Operation of the 6. The DEF tank should be refilled at every oil change to avoid running
out. If the DEF is empty the vehicle will automatically have a reduction in performance or de-rate
of the engine until the DEF tank is refilled. If you suspect any coolant system leaks or lack of
cooling, pressure test the cooling system. Refer to your Owner Guide for additional information.
Engine coolant system strength carboxylates should be checked and serviced at the mileage or
equivalent hour intervals specified by the vehicle's message center and maintenance schedule.
If the carboxylate strength with this additive up to two times before the cooling system must be
flushed and refilled - Do not add Supplemental Coolant additive if Flush and refill is required. To
avoid cold weather fuel gelling, add 6 oz. The glow plug system operates for up to seconds and
is completely independent of the "Wait to Start" lamp operation. Always wait until the "Wait to
Start" lamp had turned off, before cranking the engine. To ensure optimum cold weather
starting performance, and improve cabin heating, the volt engine block heater should be used
during any cold weather operation. The engine block heater is required when the vehicle is to be
started at temperatures below F C. Performance modifications may or may not be the root cause
of a powertrain failure. If a non-Ford product e. Oil and Filter- Oil change service intervals
should be completed as indicated by the instrument cluster message center. Although every
reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this
site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. This site, and all information and materials
appearing on it, are presented to the user "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or
implied. All vehicles are subject to prior sale. Price does not include applicable tax, title, and
license charges. Please call us at to schedule service or a sales appointment. Diesel Maint.
Waterville, OH. Schedule Service. Order Parts. Use the Right Filters. Use the Right Oil and
Diesel Fuel. Take Care of your Coolant. Take Care of your Fuel Injection System. The water
separator should be drained monthly or when the "water in Fuel Lamp" illuminates. Cold Start
Performance. Service Fax Preferred Contact: Phone Email Text. Thank you for your
understanding. First things first. Just want to get to work? Much to the chagrin of my old man, I
never learned a damn thing about diesels. Penning the experiences is intended to entertain
readers a bit while you learn to tackle your own diesel projects. Getting a handle on this chore
can save you some decent money over the next couple of years. Before we headed to the
garage, my Area Diesel guide sent me shopping. To save a few bucks right off the bat, I ordered
my fuel filter kit online, from Area Diesel of course: Racor 6. With my tools and supplies at the
ready, I popped the hood and Corey put me to work. Those are to keep any extra crap from
clogging the filters. Fair enough. Not just yet, sir. I turned to face Corey. I already nailed our first
diesel project? You must remember this every time you replace your filters: After you have both
new filters properly installed, you need to prime the fuel system and bleed out any air. To do
that, turn the ignition to the Run position three separate timesâ€”for 30 seconds each time. I

committed that warning to memory for next time and hopped into the cab to prime the system. A
couple of minutes later, I started her up. When he got back, I made my way over for the final
verdict. How to Replace Fuel Filters in 6. Read on. Alright, off we go. Maybe I can swing this
little diesel project after all. Down to Business With my tools and supplies at the ready, I popped
the hood and Corey put me to work. On the side of the fuel pump, locate the allen plugâ€”the
small, brass plug. Using the 6mm allen wrench, remove the allen plug. So that's what diesel fuel
smells like. How does anyone huff this? Note: The fuel filter will slide out along with the cap.
Pull the old filter and the o-ring from the cap, properly disposing of both. Note: After draining
the filter for a full 24 hours, you can place it in a lidded coffee can or leak-proof plastic bag to
safely take it to a recycling center that accepts scrap metal. Install the new primary fuel filter
into the cap. Note: Once seated properly in the cap, the new filter will snap into place. Install the
supplied o-ring into position on the end cap. Insert the new filter and cap section into the fuel
pump, using the 36mm socket to tighten the cap securelyâ€”torque to 19lb. Being mindful not to
over tighten or cross thread it, reinstall the allen plugâ€”the brass plug removed during step 2
above. Do not strip this thread. Do not striâ€¦ Holy hell! Remove the fuel filter from the housing
and the o-ring from the lid. Using the turkey baster, drain the excess fuel from the housing.
Note: Again, remember to properly dispose of the fuel. Insert the new secondary filter into the
housing. Install the new o-ring onto the lid. Share on Twitter Share on Facebook. Do you need
help with 6. Maintenance on or newer 6. While Ford has retained the 6. Dealerships can also be
carelessness and make mistakes. By maintaining your 6. In this resource post, We make it easy
for you. The regular maintenance interval for a or newer 6. Under severe operating conditions,
you should expect to service your truck every 5,, miles. Every time you change your oil, there
are a number of other tasks you should complete too. When completing the checklist above,
you may find you need to service something else on your vehicle. Not every part on your
vehicle has a mileage interval that it needs service at according to OEM specifications. Use your
best judgment on servicing other vehicle components that I have not listed on the charts below.
The charts below give you the OEM recommended maintenance schedules for your truck.
Consider how you use your 6. If you tow heavy loads frequently, drive in the city frequently, or
idle a lot, you need to follow a severe operating conditions schedule. Fleet or commercial
vehicles should also follow the severe operating conditions schedule. When give a check filter
status message, investigate filter condition and replace if necessary. While these are OEM
numbers, you have to be careful. After filling your 6. Then come back and make sure fluid levels
are still adequate. I always recommend using strictly Ford or Motorcraft parts for filters and
fluids. Our links will take you straight to where you can purchase these products on Amazon.
Just click on the bold words listed in the chart below. Most truck owners in warmer climates can
stick with 10W For commercial vehicles or trucks that follower a severe service schedule, using
5W engine oil is recommended. This helps support Diesel Resource and allows us to continue
to produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you for the support! Want to learn more
about the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our newsletter and stay up to date on
the top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a complete diesel head. Has a little bit
of problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him by checking out his truck. Help Us
Get to 1,! Written by Kamil August 9th, Best Ford 6. Inspect the tires and look for abnormal
wear, excessive wear, or damage. Rotate the tires Check brake pads and brake lines. Inspect air
filter restriction gauge. Check all fluid levels and fluid qualities. Add fluid as necessary.
Examine underneath vehicle and all fluid containing components for signs of leaks. Inspect the
steering and suspension components. Grease any fittings or joints if needed. Then, 45, mile
intervals or every 3 years. First Flush: , km or 6 years. Then, 72, km intervals or every 3 years.
Change air filter as necessary. Then, , mile intervals or every 5 years. First Flush: , km or 10
years. Then, , km intervals or every 5 years. Make Kamil's day and share it with a buddy!
Complete 6. Complete 7. Comprehensive 3. Comprehensive 6. Ford 3. Ford 6. Ford 7. The
Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors.
First Flush: , miles or 10 years. Motorcraft FLS. Motorcraft FP Our mobile mechanics offer
services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can
come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The fuel filter is made of
cellulose or synthetic-based filter media that traps extremely tiny contaminants, such as rust
particles and dirt, present in the fuel as it flows from the fuel tank to the fuel injectors. The filter
media is sealed within a cylindrical shaped housing that looks like a tiny soda can. You will
most often find the fuel filter plumbed into the high-pressure fuel supply line beneath the car,
right next to a sturdy frame rail. Some fuel filters, particularly on diesel-powered vehicles, have
water traps as well. Some newer cars do not have serviceable fuel filters as the filter is built into
the fuel pump located in the fuel tank. Yes, so long as the fuel filter is not leaking. If there is a
leak, have it repaired before driving the car. If clogging is suspected and potentially causing

engine operating problems, have the cause investigated and resolved at your earliest
convenience. In extreme cases, a very old filter that may be plugged could disintegrate, allowing
what were trapped contaminants to reach the fuel injectors and causing additional problems.
Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic
comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Fuel Filter Replacement Service
What is the fuel filter and how does it work? When to consider replacing the fuel filter:
Scheduled maintenance. Fuel contamination. If any foreign fluids, bad fuel, or water enters into
the fuel system mistakenly, the fuel filter should be replaced. Fuel system repairs. If the fuel
pump has been replaced, work has been performed on or in the gas tank, or the fuel injectors
have been cleaned or replaced, always install a new fuel filter. Major engine repairs, or engine
replacement, also require a new filter. There should be zero leakage of fuel, whether liquid or
vapor, in the fuel system. Leaks at the fuel filter connections might necessitate not only a new
fuel filter but also new O-rings in the push-on connections to the fuel filter. Warning light
indication. Diesel powered vehicles may be equipped with a water-sensor warning light circuit
to signal the driver if excessive water has accumulated in the fuel filter. The water will have to
be drained and the filter possibly serviced or replaced. How do mechanics replace the fuel
filter? A clogged fuel filter that is integral to the fuel pump must be removed with the fuel pump
from the fuel tank to perform service. For all other vehicles, the procedure begins with raising
the vehicle and supporting it with steel jack stands. The fuel system is depressurized so the
filter can be removed from the high-pressure fuel line without gas spraying out. The in-and-out
connectors to the filter are removed and the filter is removed from the fuel line. The new filter is
installed using a small amount of oil on the O-rings to ease re-installation of the quick connect
fittings. The fuel system is then checked for leaks while the engine is running. Is it safe to drive
with a fuel filter problem? When replacing the fuel filter keep in mind: A plugged fuel filter can
be ruled out using pressure and volume tests on the fuel system. Given enough elapsed
mileage though, all fuel filter replacements should be done as basic maintenance, and so
complicated tests are not necessary if the filter is already known to be ol
chevy tahoe actuator
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d. Consult the vehicle maintenance schedule to determine when to replace the fuel filter. If you
have bought contaminated gas, once all fuel system repairs are made, always install a new
filter. Gasoline is perishable and will eventually degrade into compounds that will damage the
fuel system. Generally, if a car has sat unused with gas in the tank for more than 3 to 6 months,
the gas should be drained and the fuel filter replaced. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular
Ford Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Ford mechanics Real customer
reviews from Ford owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Nolan 0 years of
experience. Request Nolan. Greg 21 years of experience. Request Greg. Greg it's a very
knowledgeable and capable mechanic and the service was fantastic. Alexander 5 years of
experience. Request Alexander. Very professional and on time. Job perfectly done way better
that at my dealer. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Fuel Filter Replacement.

